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The properties of KDB-5 grade silicon, including the concentration of electroactive manganese atoms, were 
studied after doping with manganese using the diffusion method in the temperature range of 1100÷1300 ˚C. 
It was observed that as the diffusion temperature increased within this range, the concentration of electroac-
tive manganese atoms decreased. At 1300 ˚C, the concentration of these atoms became significantly lower 
than that of the initial boron impurity. We propose that this behavior of manganese atoms may be due to the 
formation of electrically neutral quasi-molecular complexes between oxygen and manganese atoms located 
in neighboring lattice sites. During the formation of these electrically neutral complexes, tetrahedral cells 
of the Si2O

++Mn-- type are created within the silicon lattice. These cells slightly disturb the lattice periodic-
ity but are significantly different in properties from the elementary silicon cell. The chemical bond in these 
complexes is ionic-covalent, and the binding energy of the electron differs. As the concentration of these 
tetrahedral cells increases, various combinations can form, potentially leading to the creation of nanocrys-
tals of a new phase with distinct fundamental parameters.
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Аbstract. The properties of KDB-5 grade silicon, including the concentration of electroactive manganese 

atoms, were studied after doping with manganese using the diffusion method in the temperature range of 
1100÷1300 ˚C. It was observed that as the diffusion temperature increased within this range, the concentration 
of electroactive manganese atoms decreased. At 1300 ˚C, the concentration of these atoms became 
significantly lower than that of the initial boron impurity. We propose that this behavior of manganese atoms 
may be due to the formation of electrically neutral quasi-molecular complexes between oxygen and manganese 
atoms located in neighboring lattice sites. During the formation of these electrically neutral complexes, 
tetrahedral cells of the Si2O++Mn-- type are created within the silicon lattice. These cells slightly disturb the 
lattice periodicity but are significantly different in properties from the elementary silicon cell. The chemical 
bond in these complexes is ionic-covalent, and the binding energy of the electron differs. As the concentration 
of these tetrahedral cells increases, various combinations can form, potentially leading to the creation of 
nanocrystals of a new phase with distinct fundamental parameters.

Key words: silicon, manganese diffusion, oxygen, electrically neutral complex, solubility, binding energy.
PACS number(s): 61.46.+w.

1 Introduction

As is well known, thermal and radiation defects 
in silicon are primarily caused by optically active 
oxygen atoms. Therefore, controlling the state of 
oxygen atoms is of significant technological interest. 
Studying the interaction of nickel atoms with oxygen 
provides a useful model, as manganese atoms in 
silicon have a relatively high solubility (N ~ 1018 cm-

3) comparable to oxygen, and are mostly in an 
electrically neutral state [1-2]. The formation of 
electrically neutral O++Mn-- type in the silicon lattice. 
These new unit cells exhibit properties that differ 
significantly from those of the silicon unit cell. The 
chemical bonds in these new structures are ionic-
covalent, and the binding energy of the electrons 
differs as well. As the concentration of these unit 
cells increases, various combinations can form, 
potentially leading to the creation of nanocomplexes 
of a new phase with distinct fundamental parameters 
[3-5].

2 Materials and methods

Single-crystal p-type silicon with a resistivity of 
ρ=5 Ω·cm, obtained by the Czochralski method, was 
used as the starting material. The oxygen 
concentration in the samples was NO2=(5÷6)·1017 cm-

3, and the dislocation density was and the dislocation 
density was S=103cm-2. All samples underwent 
identical mechanical and chemical treatment. 
Manganese diffusion was carried out from the gas 
phase in evacuated quartz ampoules with a residual 
pressure of no more than P~10-4 mm Hg; each 
ampoule contained two samples of both types of 
material [6-8]. The diffusion time ranged from t=0.5 
to 1 hour.

The electrical parameters of the samples were 
determined by the Hall effect method, and the 
photoelectric properties were measured using an 
IKS-14 installation equipped with a special cryostat. 
An SEM-MIRA-3 electron microscope was used for 
analysis. The results of the study indicated that the 
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samples were uniformly doped throughout their 
volume.

Manganese diffusion was carried out at a 
temperature of T=1300˚C and a diffusion time of 0.5 
hours. The diffusion time was chosen in such a way 
as to ensure uniform doping of the samples 
throughout the entire volume. For all samples, the 
contacts were obtained by chemical nickel 
deposition.

3 Results and discission

We studied the effect of thermal annealing at 
specific temperatures for durations ranging from t=1 

to 10 hours, including oxidation in silicon (see Fig. 1). 
We examined the impact of thermal annealing for t=1 
to 10 hours on the parameters of control (initial) p-type 
samples with ρ=5 Ω·cm and on samples doped with 
Mn at T=1300˚C, which after doping had parameters 
close to the original. The results of these studies are 
presented in Figure 2. In the control (initial) samples 
annealed for more than t>5 hours, an increase in 
resistivity is observed, indicating the generation of 
thermal donors (curve 1). Meanwhile, the electrical 
parameters of the manganese-doped samples remain 
practically unchanged (curve 2) [8-10].

Electrical parameters of the studied samples at 
T=300K are given in Table 1.

a) b) c)

Figure 1 – Oxidation at different temperatures in silicon: 
a) 800˚C; b) 1100˚C and c) 1300 ˚C
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Figure 2 – Effect of thermal annealing. 1-control (initial) samples, 
2-samples alloyed with Mn at T = 1300 ˚C
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Table 1 – Values of electrical parameters of samples after diffusion at T=1300˚С (vacuum Р~10-6 mm Hg, rapid cooling)

Si <B,Mn>
Conductivity type Rx , 1/Ω•cm-1 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌, Ω·cm µ, cm2/V·s p, cm-3

p 1,3·103 5÷7 260÷270 (3.5÷3.8)1015

Control (Si<B>)
Conductivity type Rx, 1/Ω•cm-1 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌, Ω·cm µ, cm2/V·s p, cm-3

p 1,8·103 5,0 360 3,5·1015

The oxygen content (concentration of 
optically active interstitial oxygen atoms NO

opt)
was assessed using IR transmission spectra in the 

region of 1106 cm-1 (9 μm) measured on an FSM-
1202 infrared spectrometer at room temperature 
(see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3 – Dependence of the relative transmittance of the sample 
on the wavelength of the incident radiation. 1 – Si<Mn> 2 – control sample

Estimations of NO
opt were made using the well-

known formula [11-12]:

0

17 ln1103.3
I
I

d
N ОPТ

o ⋅⋅⋅=            (1)

where I and I0 are the intensities of incident and 
transmitted light, d is the thickness of the 
sample.

Using formula (1), we determined the 
concentration of optically active oxygen in silicon for 
the manganese-doped and control samples. Then we 
have:

1. Si < Mn >

0

17 ln1103.3
I
I

d
NОPТ

o ⋅⋅⋅= =2.5·1017 сm-3

2. Si < control >

0

17 ln1103.3
I
I

d
N ОPТ

o ⋅⋅⋅= =5.4·1017 сm-3

3. NО
оpt(control) – NО

оpt(Mn) =
=5.4·1017 –2.5·1017 = 2.9·1017 сm-3

The results show that the oxygen concentration 
decreases by a factor of 2.16. Therefore, it can be 
assumed that doping with manganese significantly 
reduces the amount of optically active oxygen.
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a) b)

Figure 4 – Electron diffraction patterns "for reflection" from a single-crystalline film 
of manganese oxide on silicon: a) at a resolution of 500 nm; b) at a resolution of 1 µm

Figure 5 – Electron diffraction patterns "for reflection" from
a single-crystalline film of manganese and oxygen on silicon

4 Consideration of the possible structures of 
manganese-oxygen complexes.

From a formal perspective, such formations can 
have the composition SikMnmOn, where the value of 
k is determined by the need to integrate the complex 
into the tetrahedral silicon lattice, with different 
possible charge states for all atoms. In this scenario, 
the requirements of tetrahedral coordination of 
surrounding bonds within the lattice, the absence of 
mechanical stress, and the presence of electronic 
configurations in the constituent atoms that ensure 
stable chemical bonding must be met.

In the simplest case, where m=n=1, the 
manganese-oxygen complex can formally adopt 
structures such as Mn+2O-2, Mn+1O-1, Mn0O0, Mn-

1O+1 and Mn-2O+2, supplemented with the required 

number of silicon atoms (k) to complete the lattice 
[13-15].

It is particularly important to emphasize that in 
such complexes, the conventional concepts of atomic 
valence and electronegativity may be altered. This is 
because the complex is not an isolated manganese-
oxygen molecule or a crystal of such molecules, but 
rather a part of the silicon crystal lattice. 
Consequently, the system must achieve a minimum 
of free energy within the silicon lattice environment. 
The presence of the silicon lattice imposes additional 
requirements on the structure of the complexes: 
tetrahedral coordination of surrounding bonds within 
the lattice, absence of significant mechanical stress, 
and appropriate electronic configurations of the 
constituent atoms to ensure stable chemical bonds 
both within and around the complex.
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1. Structure of Mn+2O-2. The bond between atoms 
is ionic, consistent with their electronegativity 
values. This structure aligns with traditional concepts 
of the chemical bond between oxygen and metals. 
The sum of the ionic radii of O-2 (0.14 nm) and Mn+2

(0.083 nm) totaling 0.223 nm, closely matches the 
two covalent radii of silicon (2 x 0.111 nm),
preventing lattice stress. However, the oxygen atom, 
with a fully completed (inert) outer shell, cannot 
effectively interact with the surrounding three silicon 
atoms, breaking these bonds. Even if two silicon 
bonds are closed to a neighbor, one broken bond 
remains, potentially detaching an electron and 
exhibiting electrical activity. Manganese in the Mn+2

state also has a stable outer shell, posing similar 
issues with external lattice bonds. 

2. Structure of Mn+1O-1. The bond between atoms 
is ionic, matching their electronegativity. The oxygen 
atom, with an incompletely filled (7-electron) outer 
shell, can interact effectively with one silicon atom, 
forming an oxygen-silicon ionic bond, while the 
other two bonds break. If two silicon bonds are closed 
to a neighbor, oxygen's electrical activity is absent. 
Manganese in the Mn+1 state also has one weakly 
bound electron and can form an ionic bond with one 
silicon atom, breaking the other two bonds. If two 
silicon bonds close to a neighbor, manganese's 
electrical activity is also absent.

3. Structure of Mn0O0. The bond between atoms 
is potentially covalent, not matching their 
electronegativity values. In this case, the oxygen 
atom, with an incompletely filled (6-electron) outer
shell, should exhibit acceptor properties towards 
surrounding silicon atoms. Manganese in the Mn0

state also lacks a stable outer shell, leading to issues 
with external bonds. 

4. Structure Mn-1O+1. The bond between atoms is 
ionic, not consistent with their electronegativity 
values. The oxygen atom, with an incompletely filled 
(5-electron) outer shell, can interact effectively with 
three silicon atoms, similar to a covalent bond, 
leaving two excess oxygen electrons that could create 
electrical activity. Manganese in the Mn-1 state also 
lacks a stable outer shell, introducing the possibility 
of electrical activity.

5. Structure of Mn-2O+2. The bond between atoms 
is ionic, not matching their electronegativity values. 
The oxygen atom, with an incompletely filled (4-
electron) outer shell, can interact effectively with 
three silicon atoms and manganese, forming an ionic-
covalent bond. This configuration should avoid 
electrical activity. Manganese in the Mn-2 state also 

has a 4-electron outer shell, allowing tetrahedral 
covalent bonds with neighbors without causing 
electrical activity.

The structure of site complexes between Mn 
atoms and Group VI elements in the silicon lattice is 
shown in Fig. 6. The distance between the atoms 
included in the complex differs slightly from the 
silicon-silicon distance in the lattice, since impurities 
during the formation of complexes are in site 
positions and are held in these positions by covalent 
bonds. Then distance =2.27 Å.

Figure 6 – Structure of site complexes between Mn atoms 
and Group VI elements in the silicon lattice

Calculated binding energy based on experimental 
results.

1) Si<MnO> dielectric constant of the interaction 
medium (silicon lattice) =12. Considering the 
impurity-impurity bond to be ionic and taking the 
charge multiplicity equal to unity, we can estimate 
the force of attraction between the oxygen and 
manganese atoms [16-18]:

9
2

2

1049,14 −⋅==
I

MnO r
kqF
ε

          (2)

Where: q= 1.6·10-19 C – electron charge,

coefficient k=9·109
2

2

C
mN ⋅

Then the minimum value of the binding energy 
between atoms in the complex can be estimated by 
the expression:

9 10

19

1,49 10 2.34 10

3,48 10 2.17
MnO IЕ Fr

J eV

− −

−

= = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =

= ⋅ =
(3)
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2) For Si<MnS>
ε =12, Ir =2,73 Å, q= 1.6·10-19 C,

k=9·109
2

2

C
mN ⋅

; 9
2

2

1003,14 −⋅==
I

MnS r
kqF
ε

(4)

9 10

19

1,03 10 2,34 10

2.41 10 1,5
MnS IЕ Fr

J eV

− −

−

= = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =

= ⋅ =
(5)

3) For Si<MnSe>
ε =12, Ir =2,84 Å, q = 1.6·10-19 C,

k=9·109
2

2

C
mN ⋅

;

10
2

2

1052,94 −⋅==
I

MnSe r
kqF
ε

             (6)

10 10

19

9,52 10 2,34 10

2.2 10 1,39
MnSe IЕ Fr

J eV

− −

−

= = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =

= ⋅ =
(7)

4) Si<MnTe>

ε =12, Ir =3.01 Å, q=1.6·10-19 C,

k=9·109
2

2

C
mN ⋅

; 10
2

2

105.84 −⋅==
I

MnTe r
kqF
ε

(8)

10 10

19

8.5 10 2.34 10

1.98 10 1,24
MnTe IЕ Fr

J eV

− −

−

= = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =

= ⋅ =
(9)

ЕMnO~2,17>ЕMnS~1,5>ЕMnSe~1,39>ЕMnTe ~1,24

The concentrations of Mn impurity atoms, group 
VI elements and their complexes are shown in Table 
3 [19-20].

Table 2 – Binding energies between Mn atoms and Group VI elements in the silicon lattice, calculated from the Coulomb interaction

Binary complexes Minimum binding energy Е, eV
Si2O++Mn-- 2,17
Si2S++Mn-- 1,5
Si2Se++Mn-- 1,39
Si2Te++Mn-- 1,24

Table 3 – Concentrations of impurity Mn atoms, group VI elements and their complexes

t, ˚C СMn, cm-3 СO, cm-3 СMnO, сm-3 Ns, сm-3

1300 2·1016 5·1017 4·1016 5·1022

t, ˚C СMn, сm-3 СS, сm-3 СMnS, сm-3 Ns, сm-3

1100 1,5·1016 5·1016 4·1015 3·1022

t, ˚C СMn, сm-3 СSe, сm-3 СMnSe, сm-3 Ns, сm-3

1250 2·1016 1·1017 1·1015 2,5·1022

t, ˚C СMn, сm-3 СTe, сm-3 СMnTe, сm-3 Ns, сm-3

1250 2·1016 5·1017 1·1015 2,5·1022

In this table:
T – complexation temperature for complex 

formation Si2Mn-- BVI++.
СMn – solubility of manganese at a given diffusion 

temperature.
СO – solubility of group VI elements at a given 

diffusion temperature.

СMnО – concentration of complexes of group VI 
elements and manganese.

Ns – atomic concentration.
Using the Arrhenius equation written for the 

equilibrium between complexes and individual 
impurity atoms at temperature T, we can write [21-
22]
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2

ln
RT
E

dT
d a=

α
                    (10)








 ⋅
=

ВА

АВ
а CC

CNkТЕ
4

ln                 (11)

ЕMnO ~1,46 eV> ЕMnS~1,24 eV>
> ЕMnSe~1.09 eV> ЕMnTe ~0.87 eV

It should be noted that the binding energy in 
complexes decreases with increasing sizes of Group 
VI element atoms.

Table 4 – Binding energies between Mn atoms and Group VI elements in the silicon lattice, calculated using the Arrhenius equation 

Binary complexes Binding energy, Е, eV
Si2O++Mn-- 1,46
Si2S++Mn-- 1,24
Si2Se++Mn-- 1,09
Si2Te++Mn-- 0,87

The patterns of decreased binding energy in 
complexes involving Mn and Group VI elements (O, 
S, Se, Te), as calculated from Coulomb interactions, 
align with the Gibbs energy trends [23-25]. 
Additionally, the calculated binding energies, using 
experimental values for the concentration of 
impurities and complexes, confirm this decrease in 
binding energy. From the analysis of experimental 
data and numerical calculations, we can conclude that 
the physical model of complex formation between 
manganese and Group VI element atoms is generally 
accurate.

5 Conclusions

Based on the results obtained, we propose a 
model for the formation of electrically neutral 
molecules resulting from the interaction between 
manganese and oxygen atoms. This model considers 
both lattice site and interstitial arrangements of 
manganese and oxygen atoms. The resulting silicon 
material contains a relatively high concentration N~ 
(3÷4)1016 cm-3 of tetrahedral cells of the Si2O++Mn--

type in the silicon lattice, which is of significant 
scientific and practical interest.

Research into methods to increase the 
concentration of these binary cells and explore their 
properties could pave the way for creating a new class 
of silicon-based materials for optoelectronic and 

photoelectric devices. Silicon enriched with binary 
cells of the Si2Mn--BVI++ type holds the potential to 
facilitate the development of innovative 
optoelectronic and nanoelectronic devices, as well as 
highly efficient silicon-based solar cells with 
parameters comparable to or better than those of 
expensive multi-stage photocells based on AIIIBV 
materials.

The diffusion conditions allow for a significant 
increase in the concentration of electroactive 
manganese atoms, thereby enhancing the described 
phenomena and expanding the functionality of 
manganese-doped silicon in optoelectronics and 
spintronics. Consequently, developing technology to 
boost the concentration of these binary cells in silicon 
is of great scientific and practical interest. This 
advancement could lead to the future creation of a 
new class of silicon-based materials for 
optoelectronic and photoelectric devices.
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